
94 PTS.

PRIMUS SAUVIGNON BLANC
SÜDSTEIERMARK RIED ZIEREGG
2020
Ripe and very well-structured with stacks
of chalky minerality, this is a very serious
sauvignon blanc that demands your full
attention. Currently it needs aeration
(big glass and swirling and/or decanting)
to reveal its considerable depths. Lovely
balance at the very long finish. Drinkable
now, but best from 2024. Screw cap.



94 PTS.

PRIMUS CHARDONNAY
SÜDSTEIERMARK RIED
GRASSNITZBERG 2020
I love the interplay of creaminess,
caramelized pear character and
mineral freshness in this impressively
concentrated and precisely balanced
chardonnay. So much wild herb and
chalky complexity at the long polished
finish. Drink or hold. Screw cap.



94 PTS.

PRIMUS CHARDONNAY
SÜDSTEIERMARK RIED ZIEREGG
2020
The full-throttle creamy and buttery
character is balanced by an intense salty
minerality, creating a very distinctive
flavor profile on the palate of this full-
bodied chardonnay. Stacks of orange
zest and orange blossom at the
powerful, yet very clean finish. Drink or
hold. Screw cap.



94 PTS.

PRIMUS SAUVIGNON BLANC
STEIERLAND TERRA Z 2020
For a self-proclaimed orange wine this has
a strikingly pale straw color. However, the
bottle age has pushed this emphatically in
the orange aromatic direction with dried
orange peel and pear character overlaid
by a glaze of leesy funk. Excellent balance
of restrained tannins, mellowness and
bright mineral acidity. Long, salty finish.
From vines in the famous Zieregg site.
Drink or hold.



93 PTS.

PRIMUS SAUVIGNON BLANC
SÜDSTEIERMARK RIED
GRASSNITZBERG 2021
At once ripe and concentrated, but
elegant and mineral, this is a beautifully
crafted Styrian sauvignon blanc which is
also very easy to enjoy. Glides over the
palate, the acidity keeping it tense, but
never in any way dominant. Long,
polished finish. Drink or hold. Screw cap.



92 PTS.

PRIMUS CHARDONNAY
SÜDSTEIERMARK EHRENHAUSEN
2021
An excellent Styrian chardonnay that
shows why this grape plays such an
important role in the region. Here’s the
kind of textural complexity and elegance
we expect from village wines in Burgundy,
married to a lovely caramelized pear and
summer meadow character. Long, creamy
yet precise finish. Drink or hold. Screw cap.



91 PTS.

PRIMUS POLZ SAUVIGNON
BLANC SLOVENIA
MUSCHELKALK 2022
Plenty of blackcurrant and some
gooseberry fruit with a touch of minty
freshness make this bold and crisp
sauvignon blanc very appealing.
Excellent balance at the long, very
clean finish. Sustainable. Drink or
hold. Screw cap.



91 PTS.

PRIMUS SAUVIGNON BLANC
SÜDSTEIERMARK EHRENHAUSEN
2022
Very effusive nose of white currants, ripe
gooseberries, along with notes of nettles,
fresh sage and mint. At once juicy and
crisp on the precisely delineated
medium-bodied palate. Quite a deep and
dark finish that adds some mystery to
the picture. Drink or hold. Screw cap.



91 PTS.

PRIMUS TRAMINER STEIERLAND
TERRA M 2020
Copper-tinged deep straw color. The
intensely smoky nose with notes of
allspice and clove pulls you into this
powerful and tannic orange wine that
has good balance and stacks of spicy
character on the bone-dry, but
moderately acidic palate. Self-
confidently austere finish. Unfiltered
and unfined. Drink or hold.



90 PTS.

PRIMUS WELSCHRIESLING
STEIERLAND TERRA 2022
For a self-proclaimed orange wine this
has a strikingly pale and green-tinged
color. However, the wine is cloudy with
an intense bread dough yeastiness on
the nose as well as apple ring and dill
aromas. Creamy, crisp and salty with
plenty of apple fruit and restrained
tannins. Bold and zesty finish.
Unfiltered. Drink or hold.



89 PTS.

PRIMUS SAUVIGNON BLANC
SÜDSTEIERMARK 2022
A juicy and grapey medium-bodied
dry muscat with moderate acidity
for this grape. The touch of tannin
at the finish is well-integrated.
Drink now. Screw cap.
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